
Detector Geometry Working Group
activities and preliminary results

Do we need a forward PID (eventually backward) ?

Do we need a backward EMC ?

The ammount of absorber on the IFR ? 

Internal geometry of SVT / Space between SVT and DCH

Matteo Rama,Achille Stocchi

Document from F.Forti and B. Ratclif
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XX    The GOLDEN channel for the given scenario

O      Not the GOLDEN channel for the given scenario          

but can show experimentally measurable deviations  

from SM.

Use golden channles to optimise the detector geometry

+ τ  μγ
Disussion on adding a golden channel for charm physics

(results at the end of this meeting)



Br(B Xs γ)

ACP (B Xs γ)

Br(B τ ν)
Br(B Xs l l )

Br(B Xs ν ν)

S(Ks π0 γ)

β

τ  μ γ

These are the golden modes for physics and also challenging
ones from detector point of view !

Ks opimisation

KL veto
K/π PID

μ PID and μ/π sepration

Calorimeter coverage

Recoil physics
optimisation

PID coverage

Vertex perfromances



E. Manoni



Monday 16 February 2009 16:00->18:30

Parallel V - detector geometry group

16:00 SVT studies (10') Nicola Neri (Universita' di Pisa & INFN) 

16:10 Study of deltaT in B->Kspi0 (10') Gabriele Simi (UMD College Park, MD) 

16:20 μ/π separation using TOF in DIRC (10') Brian Meadows (University of Cincinnati) 

16:30 Physics case of forw. PID (20') Achille Stocchi, Leonid Burmistrov (LAL) 

16:50 Breco in FastSim. Impact of PID (15') Elisa Manoni (PG) 

17:05 Endcap EMC - plans (20') Chih-hsiang Cheng (Caltech) , Elisa Manoni (PG) 

17:25 IFR optimization strategy (10’) Gianluigi Cibinetto (FE) , Marcello Rotondo (INFN Padova) 

17:35 AFit (15') Adrian Bevan (Queen Mary, U. London) 

+ two phone meetings on March



SVT DCH

PID EMC

Detector configurations for DGWG studies

Set of reference detector configurations in FastSim to test the
performances of the benchmark channels



Potential problems to this solution

C. Cecchi

At the meeting it was decided that this
Point should be studied





Some work really started in the group
(we show few examples..)

1)  A lot in learning how to use and
help in improving FastSim

+ selektors (many talks
@ this meetings)

+ new algortims (not specif to this group)
+ preliminary work on geom. 

optimisation
+ implementation of tools

(like Breco)

D. Brown,A.Suzuki

N. Neri,



2) Preliminary results on sensitivity
[relevant for the disucssions here]
(see talk of F. Renga on Kνν)

Some preliminary
results



Hopefully few of these studies will be ready for Perugia SuperB meeting 
evaluating the impact  of the different detector configurations

It has been asked to think on the backgrounds we need to be simulated.
In our case is also important if we want to simulate several
detector configuarations

As far as the B physics group is concerned, Breco sample could be used
as our generic MC


